IFB ID# 19-20: VENDED MEALS
JULY 24, 2019

ADDENDUM NO. 2: CLARIFICATIONS.
(Last Updated: August 6, 2019)

Instruction to bidder: Review this addendum and acknowledge receipt on Form C: Bid. Also,
include this addendum in the bid submitted.
Sec. 9.4. PURPOSE.
In this addendum, Vanguard Academy, Inc. doing business as Vanguard Academy (“Academy”)
addresses written requests for clarification.
Sec. 9.5. CLARIFICATION OF IFB.
The following clarifying information is provided in response to specific written inquiries from
prospective bidders. The prospective bidder’s inquiry is quoted exactly as written, including any
abbreviations and grammatical or other errors. The Academy did not attempt to clarify any
bidder’s inquiry and based its response on the plain meaning of the language used. The clarifying
information provided in this addendum is organized in the same manner as the IFB was laid out.
Sec. 9.5.1. Delivery of Meals.
This subsection relates to Sec. 4.4, Delivery of Meals.
Sec. 9.5.1.1. A prospective bidder inquired:
“If bidders deliver within the delivery windows outlined in the IFB but with the meals
for the day prior, would that be acceptable?”
Sec. 9.5.1.2. No.
Sec. 9.5.2. Unitized Meals.
This subsection relates to Sec. 4.2, Unitized Meals.
Sec. 9.5.2.1. A prospective bidder inquired:
“Addendum: Sec. 9.3.2.2. Vegetables will need to be both bulk and unitized.
Question: can you provide the projected daily quantity needed of each type? Could
you also expand on why you require two different types of packaging for your
vegetables?”
Sec. 9.5.2.2. No. Because the Academy does not have a menu for the 2019-2020 school year,
the Academy is unable to provide a projection for the daily quantity needed for each type of
vegetable.
Sec. 9.5.2.3. Depending on the menu, vegetables in bulk may be used for salads and/or other
similar items, while unitized vegetables have proven to be less labor intensive and more appealing
to students.
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